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Common Technical Requirements

This is a project for powering remote base stations.
Using a solar panel MPPT charger and a big Lipo battery.
Need to measure and monitor U, I, W.
The Project should exist of:
- hardware development with LTE/NB-IoT module nRF9160, WiFi module and measuring circuits
- firmware development
- iOS app (first), Raspberry Pi app (second) and Android app (third) - UI/UX will be delivered
- backend and frontend parts (AWS or Google Cloud)

https://jethex.atlassian.net/wiki/display/~admin


Hardware requirements

# Requirement Comment Note

1 The hardware detects if the inverter is in 230V or 120V mode if possible

2 A distance between "Custom Hardware" and "External system" is 2-10 meters

3 An acceptable PCBA size is 200x80 mm

4 The housing is provided by the customer

5 Input power monitor to get the details from solar and output power monitor to get the
details from battery state: 

power
voltage
current

6 There can be different MPPT controllers

7 Located inside or outside

8 There should be lightning, overvoltage and overcurrent protections

9 Operating temperature range is -15 to +45°C

10 VE.Direct interface to get values from MPPT controller if needed



11 The board should have a memory enough to store 12 hours of measurements and
OTA updating

Software Milestones

Revision 1 (MVP)

Hardware

all needed requirements

Firmware

performs measurement of 8 params each 3 seconds:
solar panel voltage (V1) and current (I1)
LiPo battery | storage voltage (V2) and current (I2)
2x inverter voltage (V3, V4) and current (I3, I4)

performs calulation of 4 params:
solar panel power (W1)
12V storage load (W2)
2x load energy (W3, W4)

performs  MQTT data transfer of parameters to serverone-way
LTE module IMEI used as device serial number and MQTT login & password: no any additional software to generate serial, login and
password required
receives current date and time via LTE module SNTP service
no commands implemented
no settings implemented
no firmware upgrade
no "blackbox" with 12 hours measurement history 
no pairing logic on device side
no wifi implemented

Cloud backend:

We choose a cloud platform for backend: Google Cloud or AWS.
MQTT module receives measurement data from devices and stores it into database. List of devices can be edited manually in web
interface
AUTH module: users can register by providing email as login and password
REST-API module: user can receive measurement data for specified device without real pairing procedure

Mobile Application:

user can register by providing email as login and password
user can receive measurement data for specified device without real pairing procedure

Revision 2

Firmware

performs  MQTT data transfer, can receive command from mobile app two-way
implements custom commands from mobile app via MQTT
implements settings, like measurement interval via command from mobile app
implements custom events like critical temperature or reset to be transfered to sever
firmware OTA-upgrade via GSM module FTP service and MQTT command from mobile app to start upgrade
implements custom serial/login/password. Additianl manufactory tools to add this information to HEX-file before flashinfg will be
implemented

Cloud backend:

implements web intarface to manage device/pairs/passwords
MQTT module: implements transfering user commands from mobile app to device view MQTT
REST-API module: users can make pair with device via passwords, flashed to devices
REST-API module: users can see device events

Mobile Application:

user can make pair with device via passwords, flashed to devices
user can see device event history
user can change device settings 



user can start firmware upgrade if available

Revison 3

Firmware:

implements Wi-Fi
implements changing settings via Wi-Fi
implements simplified pairing process via Wi-Fi
implements "blackbox" with 12 hours measurement history 

Cloud backend:

MQTT module: implements sync "blackbox" measurement history, when device is returned from offline
REST-API module: user can pair several devices

Mobile Application:

user can make pair with device via WiFi without providing any password
user can pair several devices and switch between them

Revison 4

Firmware:

VE.Direct interface if needed

Cloud backend:

MQTT module & REST-API module: provide measurement information to mobile application in real time
REST-API module: external weather flow system support

Mobile Application:

user can see measurement information in real time
user can see additional information from external weather flow system
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